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DURA
M o d e l : 1 0 0

Fashion 

Style

Anyway, the cabinet is restrained and has a smooth and delicate

texture. Divided storage solutions easily create a comfortable

atmosphere Rounded comers come from smooth comer design.

The soft shape creates an elegant atmosphere.





DURA
Mode l : 120L/R

Quality 

And 

Elegance

Simple and bright, unpretentious design.

It expresses the quality of nature and harmony, which is not about

possessing them all. Just pursue the inner truth,

Being there, you feel at ease.



MAKE
YOUR BATHROOM 
MORE 
ATTRACTIVE

Dura has a full shape and a very linear cabinet, showing its sexiness all

the time.

Inside the side cabinet there is a unique storage space that makes things

neater and more orderly and highly functional.At the same time. it is

considerate and truly helps you organize and store cleaning supplies in

an orderly manner.



DURA
Model: 120D

Elegant 

Shape

Elegant shape, high-end paint treatment,

It makes the whole bathroom exude a calm and elegant

atmosphere of life. A great choice for bathroom cabinets.



-



DURA
Model:60 Model:120 L/R

Model:100 Model:120D



VARIA
Model :60

This series provides a new direction for bathroom space solutions.

This series can design a washing space that meets your individual needs based on your

actual space layout. The waterfall-like overall shape combined with the well-designed

powerful functions is really eye-catching. The spacious countertop can accommodate all

your daily toiletries.



VARIA
Model:100

Bathroom 

Space

The clean white countertop gives people a high-end texture and touch, and the

sunken basin design creates a perfectly coordinated washing area for you

The bathroom cabinet adopts the latest designed integrated drawer system, which

not only provides abundant washing space, but also combines functional matching

and aesthetic design

Make your storage space spacious and

organized. The beauty in life starts with the

details.



MAKE
YOUR BATHROOM 
MORE 
ATTRACTIVE

It emphasizes the double standards of sensory beauty and

spiritual beauty, Always integrate philosophical thoughts and

aesthetic concepts into the design of furniture Traditional

Chinese aesthetics believes that aesthetic experience activities

are the pursuit of spiritual freedom.It is the fusion of mind and

matter. and the instantaneous sense of the meaning of life.



VARIA
Model:120

The rigorous design brings a beautiful visual experience.

and the

meticulous vertical line arrangement gives you

enough texture. and touch. orderly and firm.

The natural color has subtle changes in light and dark.

making the

contrast between light and dark soft and clear. and

arranged in an orderly manner.

The entire front of the bathroom cabinet shows calmness

and wisdom as far as the eye can see.





VARIA
Model:140





Model: 60 Model: 120

Model: 140Model: 100



AVIANO
Mode l : 80

Superior 

Quality

The perfect combination of fashion

elements and exquisite beauty

Reflect extraordinary artistic feelings

The delicate and elegant structure

creates an extraordinary bathroom

aesthetic

Take oil the glitz of the city

Return to nature in a comfortable

living space The most beautiful details

in life are always so intoxicating





AVIANO
M o d e l : 100

Goddess 

Like 

Holiness

Simple elegance, as holy as a goddess in plain clothes,

Decorated with elements from nature, every breath feels

comfortable. Life is to satisfy one's material and physical

needs in the most appropriate way

Double spiritual needs.





AVIANO
M o d e l : 1 0 0 V 2

Elegant 

Temperament

This bathroom cabinet has an elegant and calm shape

The cabinet is perfectly integrated with the fashionable shape, just like an ink painting.

At the same time, it also ensures complete and practical functions and large storage space.

Light and shadow condense and scatter, and time settles into eternity. Softness and other

connotations, Only beautiful and beautiful appearance. Infectious texture.Permeated with

elegant temperament.

The details reflect the true feelings and inherit the exquisite skills.

The perfect combination of sophistication. stability/artistic fashion reshapes quality value.





AVIANO
M o d e l : 120

Romantic 

Atmosphere

Life should be liberal, delicate and warm, with a

romantic atmosphere in the room.

A harmonious green movement.

The jumping notes are telling emotions, and the pure and

beautiful scenery is not stained by the world.

Soothe your restless mind.





Model: 80 Model: 100 V2

Model: 100 Model: 120



FARINO
M o d e l : 8 0

Enjoy a retro artistic atmosphere that blends into the elegance and luxury of your home.

Experience the connotation and taste of this long-standing classic in your home. with its

graceful lines and comfort. Simple and warm. classic and elegant, so beautiful that it is not

stained by the fireworks of the world.



FARINO
M o d e l : 120

Behind every product, there is a story.

From the aroma of raw materials to the passion of finished products. 

Excellent design, gorgeous and aura, rich and noble.

However, it can greatly meet the the requirements of customers, in

terms of comfort, practicality and aesthetics.

Giving you an elegant and artistic bathroom space.





TREVISO
M o d e l : 8 0

It emphasizes the double standards of sensory beauty and spiritual beauty, Always integrate philosophical

thoughts and aesthetic concepts into the design of furniture.

Traditional Chinese aesthetics believes that aesthetic experience activities are the pursuit of spiritual freedom.

It is the fusion of mind and matter, and the instantaneous sense of the

meaning of life.



TREVISO
M o d e l : 120

Elegant Temperament

This bathroom cabinet has an elegant and calm shape

The cabinet is perfectly integrated with the fashionable shape, just like an ink painting.

At the same lime. it also ensures complete and practical functions and large storage space.

Light and shadow condense and scatter. and time settles into eternity. Softness and other connotations. Only

beautiful and beautiful appearance Infectious texture. Permeated with elegant temperament.

The details reflect the true feelings and inherit the exquisite skills.

The perfect combination of sophistication. stability/artistic fashion reshapes quality value.





Model: 80 Model: 80

Model: 120 Model: 120



LORETO
M o d e l : 8 0

Enjoy a retro artistic atmosphere that blends into the elegance and luxury of your home.

Experience the connotation and taste of this long-standing classic in your home. with its

graceful lines and comfort. Simple and warm. classic and elegant. so beautiful that it is not

stained by the fireworks of the world.



LORETO
M o d e l : 120

Romantic 

Atmosphere

Life should be rich, delicate and warm, with a romantic atmosphere in the

room. A harmonious green movement.

The jumping notes are telling emotions, and the pure and

beautiful scenery is not stained by the world.

Soothe your restless mind.



LORETO

MAKE
YOUR BATHROOM 
MORE 
ATTRACTIVE



PONTE
M o d e l : 8 0

Artis  

only

For Creativity

Art is only for creativity and expression of life

And there are impactful visual presentation and simple and fashionable features. The

majestic appearance is a perfect combination of hardness and softness.

Moonlight-plated fashionable texture and exquisite excellent craftsmanship



PONTE
M o d e l : 120

MAKE
YOUR BATHROOM 
MORE ATTRACTIVE

The rigorous design brings a beautiful visual experience, and the meticulous

vertical line arrangement and natural wood veneer give you enough texture.

and touch, orderly and firm.

The natural color has subtle changes in light and dark. making the contrast

between light and dark soft and clear, and is arranged in an orderly manner on

the front of the entire bathroom cabinet.

Everything you look at is calm and wise.





Model: 80 Model: 100 V2

Model: 100 Model: 120



SONAR
M o d e l : 7 0

Stylish 

And 

Elegant

Fashion elegance is an eternal theme,

And it has become the value orientation of our quality life, 

Covering modern bathroom lifestyle.

The manifestation of quality and individual pursuit



SONAR
M o d e l : 120

Perfect 

Space

Good art can express itself. and each piece of

furniture gives people a different temperament.

Creators often embed humanistic concepts into the

details of furniture. seeking harmony between the

whole and the details. Express the same theme and

create the same temperament.





LANI
M o d e l : 150

Bathroom 

Space

The bathroom cabinet adopts the latest designed integrated drawer system, which

not

only provides abundant washing space, but also combines functional matching and

aesthetic design. Make your storage space spacious and organized.

The beauty in life starts with the details.





Model: 70 Model: 150

Model: 120 Model: 150



SANTINI
M o d e l : 6 0

Light, silhouette arrd arr exploration of arcs, the SANTINI collection shown arr

elegant minimalist style where pure arc lines, comfort arrd lightness are the hallmarks of this

collection.

Light, silhouette arrd the exploration of arcs, the SANTINI collection showcases

elegant minimalism, pure circles

Curved lines, comfort arrd lightness are the hallmarks of this collection.

The SANTINI series forms a "humanized curve" with graceful arcs, balancing with the straight architectural

lines to create a

Create a beautiful arrd elegant bathroom space.

The choice of multiple finishes makes it even more expressive arrd opens up more possibilities for

bathroom design.



SANTINI
M o d e l : 9 0

Perfect 

Space

Good art can express itself, and each piece of furniture gives people a different temperament.

Creators often embed humanistic concepts into the details of furniture, seeking harmony 

between the whole and the details.

Express the same theme and create the same temperament.



VENEZIA
M o d e l : 7 5 SQUARE

The VENEZIA series creates a novel and beautiful "artist deconstruction" style,

combining function and beauty to achieve an ideal combination.

The unique design ere ates a charming and rich visual effects, and this

design thinking combination throughout the entire cabinet design.





VENEZIA
M o d e l : 6 0 SQUARE

Bathroom

Space

The clean white countertop gives people a high-end texture and touch, and the sunken basin design 

creates a perfectly coordinated washing area for you

The bathroom cabinet adopts the latest designed integrated drawer system, which not only provides 

abundant washing space, but also combines functional matching and aesthetic design.

Make your storage space spacious and organized.

The beauty in life starts with the details.



VENEZIA
M o d e l : 1 2 0 ROUND

Life is an Art

Dark colors cannot hide its sharpness, and the simple shape reveals

sophistication in subtle changes

The beauty of the world is not magnificent or exquisitely carved.It is so naked

that it can be seen inadvertently.

He sucked his bow and looked at him with envy When low-key becomes a

kind of publicity, when classic becomes a kind of eternity, when

Life becomes an art, everything is so natural.
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Model: 75 SQUARE Model: 60

Model: 120 ROUND Model: 90

Model: 60 ROUND



VITTORIA
M o d e l : 8 0

Elegant shape, high-end paint treatment,

It makes the whole bathroom exude a calm and elegant

atmosphere of life. A great choice for bathroom cabinets.



Model: 80 Model: 40

Model: 80 Model: 60 W

Model: 80 F

Model: 120

Model: 50

Model: 80 F



Model: 18 Model: 01

Model: 20 Model: 03

Model: 19

Model: 21

Model: 02

Model: 04



Model: 60W Model: 60

Model: 80 Model: V2 60

Model: 60 F

Model: 90

Model: 80

Model: V2 90



Model: 60 Model: 60

Model: 80 Model: 90 STANDING

Model: 80

Model: V2 90

Model: 60 STANDING

Model: 120



Model: 60

Model: 100

Model: 80

Model: 120


